RECENT LITERATURE

Various Contributions by Russell to Books, 1969-71


Harris, Kenneth. Talking to…. London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1971. 156 p. £2.10. Reprint of an interview made in 1958. BR corrected the typescript, commenting in a letter to Harris that “It is only to avoid indiscretion that I wish your notes to remain for the present unpublished. I think they are very well done.” (19 March 1958)


Quotes letter from Russell to C.K. Ogden. Von Wright's introduction is useful for details of BR's part in arranging for publication of the Tractatus.


Spencer Brown, G. Laws of Form. London: Allen & Unwin, 1969. 164 p. £2.25. Russell's blurb is: "In this book Mr. Spencer Brown has succeeded in doing what, in mathematics, is very rare indeed. He has revealed a new calculus, of great power and simplicity. I congratulate him."
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